


Yes, me too. Nobody - well
hardly anybody - is talking

about "Sales 2.0" anymore, and yet
less than twelve months ago you
couldn't hear yourself speak above
the incredibly loud din that rose to a
deafening crescendo.

So what happened? Has it gone
away? Have we moved on to
"Sales 3.0" and everyone forgot to
tell me? Was it all a figment of my
imagination?

It is now almost nine years since
my friend and colleague, Nigel
Edelshain first coined the term, on
a balmy Sunday afternoon way
back in 2006. Perhaps we all now
accept that actually, it was just the
next phase in a continuous cycle of
change in the way we all sell.

But the silence we are
witnessing now is almost as loud
as the silence I experienced when I
posed the question – frequently.

I didn't just ask the question on
my blog: I asked during keynotes
that I was delivering; I asked during

training workshops that I was
leading; I asked all my learned
chums ... and still no definitive
answer or explanation.

However, let me be very clear
here, the "sales space" has
witnessed the birth of some superb
new solutions; highly successful
conferences; a plethora of
books/articles/webinars etc. over
the past eight years, and if that was
Sales 2.0, then bravo.

But did it need to be called
anything? Wasn't it simply a natural
evolvement? Is it still with us?

Maybe it was like "Web 2.0?"
I remember a few years back, a

very good chum writing a
recommendation on LinkedIn,
praised me for "fully embracing
Web 2.0 tools” I didn't really
understand the significance of her
compliment, but again, I do hope
someone will alert me when and if I
fully embrace Web 3.0

And what about our customers -
the buyers - do you think they

noticed the arrival of Sales 2.0?
Mine didn't, and to this day my
perception is that they remain
blissfully unaware.

My conclusion is that it is our
secret - us sellers - and probably
best to keep it that way.

These are just a few of the
questions that keep me awake at
night - or not!
Jonathan Farrington
Editor & CEO of TSW 

More from and about Jonathan
HERE

Editorial
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Schhh! Can You Hear the Silence? 
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JF: How do you see the future
for (Inside) sales?
KH: In my thoughts, in the future
there will not be a clear distinction
between inside/outside sales.
Traditional and new models will
fuse. What we will witness is a
hybrid sales model with different
elements of inside sales and
traditional sales - depending on
what works best for every industry.

Sales professionals in field sales or
remote sales will use a
combination of approaches and
tools. Think of online sharing of
content, remote and on-site
presentations and demos, emails
and calls combined with social
messages, etc. Bottom line is that
you need to fulfill prospects need
with relevant information, educate
and guide them through the whole

buying journey. Today’s buyers are
far more educated, thanks to the
Internet, and it’s useless to present
them with a standard pitch. All
content will need to be tailored to fit
the prospect’s specific challenge
and needs. I see digital interactions
as a way of building relations
without the need to meet in real life.
By knowing your prospect and
interacting with them, based on

Jonathan Farrington interviews Fileboard’s CEO Khuram Hussain.

Inside Sales: The Current – and
Future – State of Play



The Jonathan Farrington Interview

their real interest, you can sell
without the need of a personal
meeting.

JF: What is the biggest impact
of big data on sales? 
KH:Sales will need to embrace
data and not be afraid of it. They
need to realize that data helps
them to attain their quota faster
and easier. Because now, based
on insights about their prospect’s
engagement and buying stage,
they can focus on the warmest
prospects and the activities that
help them most to close deals. In
short, data allows a sales
professional to sell smart.  

Data is also game changing for
management. It will help to
increase sales productivity and
efficiency. Managers can coach
their teams to undertake these
activities that work best, and learn
from best practices. A big change is
that forecasting will not be
forecasting anymore. Let me
explain… Enriching the forecast
with engagement data will change
the accuracy dramatically. A sales

rep will not be able to convince
their boss that a prospect has a
90% likelihood of closing while the
engagement has been almost zero.

Intuition in sales will remain
important, but companies that are
able to become data driven in sales
will have a huge advantage over
their competition. 

JF: Why is engagement and
knowing the level of
engagement crucial in sales
development?
KH:For a sales rep, having limited
time and lots of goals to achieve
makes it difficult to prioritize.
Engagement insights help exactly
with that.  It lets you know the level
of interest prospects have, without
being face to face.  Data such as
have they opened your mail, did
they forward it, how long did they
spend on each page, were they
really paying attention during your
live meeting, are all indicators for
their engagement level. By having
this insight, you can focus on
warmest prospects first, optimize
timing and message. Also, the
number of prospects/accounts a
rep can handle increases
dramatically. And that is not the
only benefit. Sales organizations
that have adopted a data driven
approach, and leverage
engagement data in their sales
development process, have seen
an increase in closure rates from
over 40% and an increase in
pipeline activities of more than
250%. There is also good news for
marketing - they can now optimize
their content and sales collateral
based on real time prospect
interaction and sales usage

insights. I understand that 90% of
marketing collateral goes
unused… That is going to improve
for sure - thanks to data.
JF: Is an inside sales approach
suitable for everyone or just for
a few organizations? 
KH: If you define Inside sales as
remote selling and combining
different approaches such as social
selling, online meeting, digital
selling, I definitely would say ‘yes’.
Also, inside sales is NOT telesales.
You can’t sell complex products or
services by randomly dialing
persons you don’t know anything
about.  Inside sales requires a
thorough knowledge of your
prospects business challenges.
This is the case for sales in
general, and I think every company
can benefit from inside sales.
However, depending on the
complexity of the sales process,
companies might only want to use
the model partially. For instance, a
company with a complex and long
sales cycle might decide to use
inside sale at the start of the buying
process, but still need in person
meetings with key decision makers
present to address all complexities.
Did you know that more than 60%
of executives prefer digital contact
rather than in person meetings?
That percentage says it all,
everyone needs more or less to
adopt an inside sales approach.
According to Demand Gen Report,
Inside sales is on the rise and has
increased by 37%. Especially the
tech industry has booked a lot of
success with inside sales. It’s a
cost efficient way of quickly
ramping up a sales organization,
compared to field sales.
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►

For a sales rep, having
limited time and lots of
goals to achieve makes
it difficult to prioritize.
Engagement insights

help exactly with that.
It lets you know the

level of interest
prospects have, without

being face to face.  
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The Jonathan Farrington Interview

JF:    What do you consider as
best practices for the complete
lead to deal process? 
KH:Companies that have done
well, have the following in common:

l    Alignment: It starts with
marketing and sales
alignment. Marketing and
sales need to have a shared
vision, objectives and above
all, a clear definition of what is
an ideal lead and what the
criteria are for moving a lead
through the different stages of
the sales process. 

l    Playbook: The playbook can
be used to determine what to
do in each step of the sales
process, which activities work
best and what content. This
will boost productivity and help
sales reps to learn from each
other. Sales leaders see every
step of their pipeline, what
opportunities are real and
which one not to pursue. 

l    Prospect centricity: Always put
the prospect first. Know when
a prospect is ready to be
guided through the next phase
of the buying process. Are they
ready to buy, or do they need
more nurturing? Sales should
focus on the most engaged
prospects. 

l    Data driven: Sales teams and
leadership need to be data
driven. Love data and use
data! You can only meet the
needs of the prospect if you
have insights (We call it 360º
prospecting)

JF: Can you give examples of
sales organizations which really

understand the new sales
models and what can we learn?
KH:Salesforce is an obvious one.
They monitor prospects in each
stage of the buying cycle and you’ll
be often approached by a rep over
the phone who exactly knows what
you’re looking for. Another one is
Pretorian Digital which has
deployed the new sales model we
provide. Their sales team had no
idea of what was happening with
their content once sent to
prospects, and they had no clue
about the interest of prospects. On
average, 3 to 5 hours per rep a
week was wasted pursuing
unresponsive prospects or
following up with the wrong
contact. After following the new
sales model, they exactly know the
prospects who are interested in
their offer and they work closely
with those prospects. The new
sales model has brought a 250%
increase in outbound sales activity,
a 30% increase in pipeline value
and a 52% shorter opportunity age.

Looking to people, I think Mark
Roberg (VP of Sales of HubSpot) is
a role model for new sales. Roberg

focuses on key insights on data
about hiring sales people and
managing their performance. He is
a data driven sales leader. 

Another one is Steve Richards,
CEO of Vorsight. He inspires me
because of his original thinking and
strikes the right balance between
traditional sales, such as cold
calling, and the modern approach
discussed earlier.

JF: With some really big names
among your clients and a fast
growth over the last year, where
do you see Fileboard in the next
couple of years?

KH: I see that sales development
and acceleration companies like
Fileboard will have a huge impact
on sales and boost productivity
immensely. Fileboard’s platform
provides sales development tools
for sales people by sales people
and enables them to close more
deals easier and faster, add value
to each sales conversation and
increase sales and marketing
alignment.  Data and insights will
maximize performance. What sales
people like is that Fileboard is not
changing their sales process - just
enriching it - and thus, adoption of
the tools goes up. It’s an exciting
and fast growing space to be in and
it really fills the gap between
marketing automation (for
marketers) and CRM (at the end of
the sales process).                           n
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Khuram Hussain is the CEO of Fileboard. 
Find out more by visiting here.
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On average, 3 to 5
hours per rep a week
was wasted pursuing

unresponsive
prospects or following

up with the wrong
contact. 
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Interruptions are a part of our day.
Whether they take the form of an

impromptu meeting, a client service
issue, a last minute proposal,
personal demands, emails, or
conversations with your staff, these
unplanned events or activities have
a tendency to rob us of time
throughout our day, regardless of
how intentional we are around
scheduling our day.

While the majority of these
distractions that inadvertently
consume our day can be
eliminated, the fact remains, many
cannot. However, do not despair,
there is hope. If you can't eliminate
them, you can learn how to manage
them better.

Robert, the owner of a media
company called me the other day,
sharing his frustration about not

being able to get through his daily
task list due to the constant barrage
of questions, problems, and various
other interruptions from both
customers and staff.

Not wanting to be the bad guy or
send the wrong message to his
staff that he doesn't care, Robert
allowed his employees to interrupt
him with their questions and
requests for help. Whether it was
via email, phone, a text, or them
walking into his office and taking a
seat in front of his desk, Robert had
a tendency to drop what he was
doing in fear of any additional
fallout or backlash if he did not

Top Sales Magazine  September 15th Edition 2015 9

Own Your Day – How to Manage the
Expected Interruption
Are you constantly being interrupted due to the nature and
demands of your position? Your co-workers and
customers aren’t going anywhere. Here’s how to best
manage their demands.

Keith Rosen
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address their needs immediately.
To quell this ongoing problem, I

shared a process with Robert to
better manage the interruptions and
reset the expectations people have
of him. This way, he can be the one
to take ownership of his time and
his day rather than allowing the
daily chaos, interruptions, and
distractions to dominate him.

Although a component of his
solution was tactical, it’s important
to recognize that the solution to
Robert's problem had less to do
with something he had to plan or
complete to better manage his day,
but something he had to change in
his communication that would
protect his time and build the
buffers and structure he needed in
his day without compromising any
relationships or causing any other
collateral damage in the process. 

Here’s an example of a two step
communication process you can
leverage the next time one of your
direct reports comes to you with a
pressing issue.  And the best part
is, you get to protect your time,
support the other person, and
manage that interruption around
your schedule, without being the
bad guy.

Step One: Acknowledge and
Confirm Urgency
Let’s quickly set the stage. You’re
sitting at your desk. The phone
rings or someone walks into your
office asking you, “Do you have a
few minutes?” Rather than respond
with the "Yes" that's going to quickly
become a trigger point of
contention for you, first start
managing your visceral reaction to
say, “Yes” and respond in a way

that would protect your time, while
respecting the other person’s
needs. 

Instead, respond by saying,
“Kathy, I appreciate you coming to
me for assistance. I happen to be
completing that big proposal for
GDC Inc. now, which I have to send
to the customer within the next
hour. However, I want to be as
supportive and responsive as I can
to your request and ensure that
whatever you need, we give it the
time and the attention it deserves
so that we can successfully work
through it together. While I know it's
important to you that we handle this
now, is this something that
demands immediate attention and
must be handled right away or can
it wait until I complete this for GDC,
when I can then focus all of my time
and attention on you?”

Let’s face it. Everyone who asks
for help thinks that what they’re
working on is the single, most
important activity or project of the
day. And in their world, it is! They
think it needs to be handled
immediately when in most cases,
people create this pressure
themselves. That’s why, depending
upon your response, you are either
eroding or building trust by
acknowledging that it is a priority for
them, and for you as well, rather
than dismissing their request. 

While we all want to help people
at the time they ask for it, the
majority of issues may not be all
that time sensitive, even though
everything today is positioned as an
immediate priority. 

Now of course, in some cases, it
may not be able to wait! But that’s
okay. If you can cut down on these

types of distractions by 50%, that’s
more than 50% ownership that you
just took back over your day.
Imagine how that would impact
you? 

While you are being sensitive to
how they are feeling, some things
can actually wait. The difference is,
you're making them feel really good
about waiting because you’re now
responding in a healthier way.
However, if you never ask, you
never create the opportunity to
distinguish between what's urgent
and what is not.

Step Two: Demonstrate
Respect, Then Schedule a
Time That Works
Once they tell you how pressing
their matter is, you now have the
choice to assess the situation and
either handle it in the moment or
find the time to address it later.
You'll find many of these urgent
requests can be postponed using
the strategy I shared earlier, since
that approach will reveal whether or
not something is a true, timely issue
or emergency. Once you uncover
that the situation is not as pressing
as initially presented, continue with
the following suggestion. 

“Okay, then how about you and I
discuss this tomorrow morning at
10am (suggest a time that works for
you) when I know I can give this the
time to work through it together
without feeling pressured or
rushed, and give you my undivided
attention without being distracted.
Does that work for you?” 

Who's not going to want the
undivided attention of their
manager? Notice what you're not
doing here. You're not telling them



Keith Rosen

“I'll be done in five minutes. Let's
talk then.” 

Most of the time, whatever it is
you are currently engaged in, you
won't be done in five minutes, so
why create this additional pressure
in your day? This enables you to be
more realistic with your time
commitments and what you
currently have on your plate. 

So, look at your schedule. Then,
plan this conversation at a time
when you know you will not be
fiercely competing with other tasks
that you need to handle which
command your attention.

Taking this approach removes
the risk of coming across as self-
righteous, uncaring, and insensitive
by saying something like, “I can’t
help you now,” or “You know what to
do here, so just do it,” or “How long
have you been in this position?” or

“I’m too busy now, I’ll try to find
some time later to help you,” or
“You know where to find the
resources you need for this.”

Now, you can address the
person's request in a respectful,
supportive way, while honoring the
boundaries you are setting to
protect yourself and your time from
other people's continued barrage of
demands. 

Here’s an unexpected benefit
when adopting this strategy. In that
window of time you have created by
delaying the conversation, that
space creates opportunities and
coaching moments. During the time
they’re waiting to reconnect with
you, they may actually solve the

issue or come up with a solution
themselves! That fosters
accountability and problem solving
skills, and less dependency on you
as their manager. Yes, that does
equate to less problems, calls,
texts, and emails. 

Rather than compete with
distractions and interruptions or feel
as if you’re helpless to do anything
about them, simply learn how to
better manage them and the
expectations people have of you by
communicating more effectively.   n

Excerpt from Keith Rosen's
upcoming book, Own Your Day.

Keith Rosen is the CEO of Profit Builders.
Find out more by visiting here.
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Anne Miller

Who is right?  Was the person
interesting or was he boring?

The answer, of course, is both of
you are right and neither of you is
correct. How can that be?

Assuming good content, a
presenter’s impact is a matter of
satisfying the preferred
communication / thinking styles of
the listener.  Everyone is a mix of
styles, but some people are more
data, process, and detail oriented.
Some people are more long-term,
conceptual  big  picture thinkers.
Some are more strictly here and
now bottom-line oriented.  And still
others are more people and
feelings oriented.

Good memorable anchors for
these preferred styles are:

l  Sherlock Holmes, Data
l  Steve Jobs, Big Picture
l  Donald Trump, Bottom-line
l  Oprah, People

Something for Everyone
When you present, particularly to a
group where there is bound to be a
mix of preferred styles it is
important that you go beyond your
own preferred style and have
something to satisfy everyone in
your presentations. 

l  Talk about how you do what you
do

l  What the long-term impact will
be on the company

l  How easy people will find what
you are recommending is (or
how supported, if not easy), and

l  Always provide the bottom-line
results listeners can expect

This seems obvious, but when we
slip into our own preferred
presenting style, then, as the
opening scenario suggested, we

miss reaching everyone in our
audience and inadvertently
jeopardize our chances for winning
business or creating the change
that we want.

Today More Important Than
Ever
Scan the business literature today
and look at your own experience
and you know there are many more
people involved in a purchasing
decision.  While everyone is a
combination of all four styles, it is
obvious that C-Suite execs, IT
professionals, line managers,
purchasing agents, HR execs will
tend to have different preferred
thinking styles. Your presentation
message needs to satisfy all of
them. When you are done, each
should feel that your argument was
totally persuasive.                            n

Presenting in Style 
Did you ever have this
experience? You and a
friend hear a speaker  in
either a business or social
situation and you each
come away with a different
reaction to that person?
You: “I thought he was
really interesting!”  Your
friend: “How could you say
that? I was so bored by
him!”  
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It’s an ongoing process. As Zig
Ziglar wisely observed: “You will

get all you want in life, if you help
enough other people get what they
want.” Growth only happens when
you dig deep and ask fundamental
questions about the needs of your
customer ahead of your own, while

expanding your internal customer
network to include all buyers,
influencers and users of your
product.

Doing this communicates three
powerful ideas to which all people
respond positively: the ideas of
being seen, understood and valued.

Organizing yourself for action
My good friend Tim Welch,
Managing Director at Grand & Toy,
recently shared with me his “high,
wide and deep” philosophy of
customer relationship management.
Year after year, he and his team
consistently use this mindset to
generate absolutely astonishing
sales results.

To build influence with his
customers, Tim organizes his sales
team so they can take action on

In sales, the relationship you build with your customer is
much like dating: what you start with is something you can
make even stronger with time, as long as you work on it!

High, Wide and Deep: 
Better Buyer Relationships 



Colleen Francis

two tracks simultaneously. The
inside team works directly with the
customer’s procurement staff
(which in his line of work represents
the direct buyer of his products).
His outside team, meanwhile,
works with decision makers and
management.

With each track focusing on the
unique needs of the customer,
here’s what high, wide and deep
entails:

High: Go as high as you possibly
can go in an organization where
you are connecting with relevant
decision makers who can help
solve a problem.

Wide: Connect with as many
departments as you can possibly
reach while staying tightly focused
on your goals.

Deep: Foster multiple relationships
at many levels within the
customer’s organization so that a
3D picture emerges about their
specific needs.

Making it happen: steps you
can take
Using Tim’s approach, let’s look at
achievable actions you can
implement in your own business to
build better relationships and get
the profitable results you’re looking
for. (For additional ideas and tools
check out Section 4 of my book,
Nonstop Sales Boom where we
discuss growth at length.)

Influence, not change:
Relationship building isn’t about
trying to change someone’s
personality—who they are, how
they govern themselves. Rather,

you’re influencing the dynamic of
how you connect with someone, as
well as their buying choices.
Empathy is key. Knowing the
buyer’s operation better than the
buyer themselves is the best way to
cement a deep relationship with
someone, because they see you
are interested in more than just
pushing product: you want to help
people succeed in their work and in
their business. 

Watch and measure and
connect: Keep an eye on your
CRM to observe important changes
within your customer’s organization
and buying behavior. Just as
important: ensure you have more
than just a series of one-on-one
contacts with the customer. “With
our product,” says Tim, “it’s rare to
have just one decision maker, but
in cases where that happens, it’s
crucial that everyone in your team
has a relationship with that
individual.”

Have a consistent message:
This is not as easy as it sounds.
The more people you have
involved in direct contact with your
customer, the greater risk there is
for contradictory messages. If
you’re casting a wide net, spend
time with your staff to ensure
everyone is delivering the same
message to the customer.

Conduct sharing sessions:
Take your best sales reps and sit
them down with the rest of your
team and have them walk through
what they’ve found has worked for
them in terms of selling to your

buyer. It’s often not the big things
but the attention to little details that
make the biggest difference. Says
Tim: “I have reps who when they
visit the buyer will take note of
whether that buyer is buying any
supplies from a competitor. If they
are, they point it out: hey you’re
supposed to be buying that from
us.”

Leverage social media: In
Tim’s sales team, LinkedIn is an
essential social networking tool. He
starts by ensuring each team
member has a solid profile
complemented by a professional
headshot photo. Next, he doesn’t
put restrictions on how they can
use their account. “What ends up
happening,” says Tim, “is that it’s
very easy for people who are
already connected to connect with
others. Our sales people become
connectors between different
departments. It becomes a network
that’s centered around our sales
rep.”

Remember that Honesty Sells
(Really! I even wrote a book on
it): Promises made are promises
kept. As Tim explains: “we’re very
upfront about what we can and
cannot do for a buyer. If there’s
something we can’t deliver, I tell my
reps do not say we can do it.”
Honesty and forthrightness are
values that customers count on and
like all things, they work for you
only when met with regular
attention.                                             n
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Colleen Francis is the Founder and President
Engage Selling Solutions. Find out more here.
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You see there is a lot written
lately on how ROI is dead, and

no one believes ROI results and
blah blah blah. This rubbish is
written from people that are looking
for headlines. They don’t understand
the concept of using sales tools to
identify issues, and monetize value.
The whole process if done correctly
should be as natural as asking a
prospect about their budget.  You

do ask about their budget don’t
you?

Here are few steps in most sales
processes that will require some
sort of Economic Impact Analysis
(Formerly called ROI):

Think about your current sales
process. What do you do first?
Qualify a prospect? When you
qualify what do you ask? How
many, how much, when? They are

typically questions that you can
monetize against a minimum
number of something. For example,
we ask; how many sales
professionals do you have on staff?
Or we may ask; what is your annual
revenue? Average size sale? Each
of these questions will have to meet
a minimum to qualify in or out of our
pipeline.

Economic impact tools are

What is the ROI on ROI?  If I had a dollar for every time someone asked me that question,
I would be rich. As the resident expert on ROI, TCO and building a Business Case I thought
I would spend a few moments and lay out what I thought was a case for using ROI in your
sales process. 

Is ROI Really Dead? 



Michael Nick

valuable to a sales professional to
gather qualifying data. Most of the
questions in an Economic Impact
analysis will be quantitative. Also it
makes you look more professional
and organized. It differentiates you
from your competition. 

Next, you will dive deeper into
your discovery right?  In this phase
of a sale, you gather more
information while trying to identify
issues your products or services
can resolve. You need to
understand the magnitude of the
issues.  A wise person once said,
“People make decisions to change
when they feel enough pain to
compel them to change.” Pain of
course is the key word here. The
measurement of the pain until you
can identify a tipping point.

When you identify an issue, and
are able to measure the current
cost of that issue it changes the
dynamic of the sale. You see, when
a prospect acknowledges they
have an issue, and they agree as to
the cost of that issue, they are more
likely to pursue a solution. The key
however is the tipping point
question. In other words if the cost
is not bad enough to make a
change, they won’t make it, and you
lose to status-quo.  Economic
impact tools are designed to
identify pain, capture and calculate
the current cost of that pain and to
extrapolate that cost over a period
of years. The reason for this is that
you can discuss the on-going cost
of status quo and decision delay.
Remember status quo is not free.
Costs will typically increase over
time. Tools are the only way to
collect the information and provide
your prospect feedback that

compels them to make a change. 
Next in your sales process after

you have identified issues, pains
and goals, you must prove you are
capable of delivering the solution.
As part of this process your proof
must be measured in that what is
the economic impact your solution
will have on your prospects issues,
pains and goals?

It should go without saying but
here it is. You have to prove your
value. The problem is this: most
people / prospects don’t believe
you can deliver what you say you
can deliver. Look at CRM or SFA
systems over the years. Do you
really think the ROI on those
played out as planned? How about
ERP or Project Management
Software? I can’t say for sure, but
here is what I think. You should
prove you have impact, and then
leave it to the buyer to establish a
goal using your solution. The key to
this process is that you must
establish a starting point. The
starting point is the current cost of
status quo. (See above).  Once you
have agreement on the current
cost, prove you’re capable of
lowering that cost and then ask
your prospect to establish a goal
for bringing it down. This will shift
the onus to the prospect. It isn’t
about believing the numbers any
longer, it is about setting realistic
expectations when you sell a
solution. Remember you must
identify a pain and capture the
current cost of that pain. That is the
key to success.

At some point in your sales
process you are required to submit
a proposal and / or a Business
Case. Prospects want everything in
writing.  You may have a proposal
template, or a few calculations in a
spreadsheet but…

Selling is difficult enough without
having to put together a high quality
Business Case too. If you wait until
the end of a sale to put together a
Business Case don’t bother. You
lost! A high quality Business Case is
one where you have collected
information throughout the sale to
tell a story from beginning to end.
The end of course is the prospect
purchasing from you. A business
case must consist of a definition of
the issues, pains and goals. Costs
your prospect is experiencing,
proposed solution and goals for the
economic impact. A Business Case
will supplement a good quality
proposal. The only way to have all
of the information you need to
produce a high quality document is
to be gathering the data throughout
the sale, not at the end. 

The ROI on ROI is simply this,
ROI is not really dead, it just
changed its name and reinvented
itself. You need sales tools that
include discovery tools, TCO’s for
cost comparisons, 360 ROI tools to
measure success and retain your
customer base and of course you
need a high quality Business Case,
because your customers are
demanding it.                                    n
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Michael Nick is the President and founder of
ROI4Sales. Find out more by visiting here.
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Aaron Bartels

These companies have
eliminated every barrier to

innovation. Market dominance. And
long-term revenue growth.
Internally, they run like clockwork.
Externally, they’ve mastered the
markets in which they compete.

What distinguishes these
companies from the rest? What
makes them tick? And how did they
achieve the seemingly impossible?

It’s not magic or luck. Nor is it out
of your reach. There is a surefire,
well-lit path to Level 5.

These companies don’t play to
stay in the running; they play to win.

Profile of a “Predictable”
Organization
Our recently released report, Make
Your Number in 2016, profiles Level
5 companies. This profile is based
on thousands of surveys,
interviews, and in-person
observations. We’ve isolated these
companies’ competitive advantages
and outlined the steps to achieving
them. Click here to download the
report for free. 

Here are some of the
characteristics Level 5 companies
share.

Corporate and Functional
Strategies in Action
They’ve been defined, aligned, and

implemented (both internally and in
relation to the marketplace).

Functions Are Streamlined and
in Sync
Each functional level understands
the strategy and how they’re
impacting customers. Functional
teams work to ensure all links in the
value chain are optimized.
Management teams adapt to
markets in real time, predict
performance, and understand
causality.

Market Disruption Is the Norm
The organization accelerates and
shares learning, and responds to
changes and opportunities faster. It
doesn’t settle for improved
performance year over year. Rather,
it seeks quantum improvements
validated by the marketplace.

No Friction in the Funnel
Customers aren’t just satisfied with
their experiences; they’re delighted.
Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC) is
26% lower than for Level 1
companies. Customer Lifetime
Value (CLTV) is 30% higher than for
Level 1 companies.

How Level 5 Companies Take
Charge of Their Future
Level 5 companies are outward
facing. Customers and markets
inform their strategies and drive
their decisions. These companies
don’t play to stay in the running;
they play to win. 

More specifically:

l  Level 5 companies hire A-
Players who share their
customer-centric values and
vision.

l  They understand their buyers,
buyer journey, accounts, and
markets.

l  They keep an ear to the ground
(feedback from the field, win/loss
reports, etc.).

l  They continually gauge sales
performance (via shared KPIs)
and take corrective measures. 

Does this list seem overwhelming?
Not even sure what obstacles you
face?

We have what you need to sort
through it all. And to set a new, more
predictable course.                            n
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How “Predictable” Organizations Master
Their Markets and Make The Number 
According to our latest research, only 9% of all companies have reached the top. The top
of our Revenue Growth Maturity Model (Level 5), that is. We call this group
“predictable”—i.e., predictably successful.

Aaron Bartels is the Managing Director at Sales
Benchmark Index . Find out more by visiting here.
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Solution of the Week

The Original Sales Assessment Company

OMG continues to pioneer the Sales Assessment Industry

by providing crucial insights to maximize sales performance

in companies of all sizes and from all industries.

We are the original sales assessment company, the one

everyone else tries to copy. OMG's assessments were

developed by Dave Kurlan and are used by more than

11,000 companies and on 750,000 salespeople. Why do

the top sales development experts in the world choose to

use our assessments for their valued clients? OMG goes

wider and deeper than anyone else and all of our findings

are sales specific, not adapted for sales.

Objective Management Group, Inc. is the
pioneer and industry leader in sales force
evaluations and sales candidate screening. 

Spearheaded by leading sales industry expert,
Dave Kurlan, Objective Management Group, Inc.
can help you measure sales effectiveness,
execution and potential.

Find out more here

http://www.objectivemanagement.com


Book & Contributor of the Week

Jill Harrington works with
sales teams and business
owners who want bigger
better faster sales. She
masterfully shifts the way
you think about your role
and delivers the uncommon
sense that will maximize
your influence, impact and
income.

Jill has helped improve business
top lines and bottom lines for a
diverse range of industries including
business services, hospitality, travel,
finance, technology, insurance,
pharmaceutical, media and
telecommunications. She has held

executive and sales leadership
positions in national and global
performance improvement
companies, where she developed a
reputation as an industry leader in
developing and motivating sales
organizations to drive improved
business performance.

She has supported the success of
thousands of sales and service
professionals from a wide range of
industries around the globe. She is a
regular speaker/trainer on the
subjects of sales and sales
leadership effectiveness, employee
motivation and corporate
performance. She sits on the

Advisory Council for the Centre of
Excellence in Sales Leadership at
Toronto’s Schulich Business School;
and in 2012 she was inducted into
the Canadian Meeting and Incentive
industry Hall of Fame under the
category of “Industry mentor.”

Jill received her university
education in the UK. She has
advanced business education from
Western University’s Ivey Business
School, holds advanced coaching
credentials through the Adler School
of Professional Coaching in Toronto,
and earned her certificate in adult
education from St. Francis Xavier
University.

Selling Fearlessly is not only a hands-on tool to get you
past your fears, it will show you how to sell from the
perspective of a master salesperson who spent 43
years in the field selling to the same tough customers
you deal with every day of your life. This book covers it
all—mental attitude, work habits, salesmanship. There
are elements of selling Terson brings to your attention
that you have never even thought about. This is a book
of stories, a book of solid, subtle technique, not a book
of abstract theory. 

This is the real world of selling, a life changer, and after
you’ve read this book, you’ll never be the same or think
about the sales process the same. Whether you’re a
newcomer or a seasoned professional, you’ll find ideas
in this book that will take your sales to new levels. As you
put these ideas into practice, you’ll see your success
with customers soar. Enjoy! Greatness awaits you.

Dr. Tony Alessandra
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Jill Harrington - Top Contributor of the Week
President at  salesSHIFT

See what other readers thought and buy here
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2015 Top Sales Academy
Phase Three runs from September to November 2015

In this era of iPads, iPhones, and apps, sales
communications may be growing, but sales
conversations are dying--and so are too many sales.
Globalization, the explosion in competition, the slow
economy, and fast-emerging technologies all have
changed buying habits. Salespeople can no longer rely
on the traditional sales methodologies. They must
change the conversation.

Linda Richardson is a New York Times bestselling
author, educator, sales leader, and the founder of the
Richardson consulting firm. She has dedicated herself
to helping organizations around the world improve
sales performance, process, and effectiveness.
Richardson began her career as a teacher and firmly
believes that great selling is great teaching—
collaborative, relevant, and results driven.

FREE Registration
for Academy Here

September 18th
Create Better, More Effective Conversations 
In Today’s Hyper-Digital World
Linda Richardson

http://topsalesworld.com/topsalesacademy/registration/


Top Sales Article & Blog Posts

This Week’s Top Sales Article
Is an Experienced Salesperson Less Effective? 
by Colleen Francis

A funny thing happens as
salespeople become more and
more experienced with their
company or product. They also
become less and less effective.

Yes, you read that correctly.
Salespeople often become

less effective with the more
experience that they gain.

At first glance, it would seem
that the exact opposite should be
true. Yet, it still happens time and
time again. How can this be?

The simple fact is, as we gain
more knowledge, we stop feeling
a need to make decisions based
on facts and begin to make more

assumptions.
When we become intimately

familiar with something, we begin to
mistakenly assume that the
customer likewise understands
what we’re talking about. We
assume that every customer
problem is the same as one of the
others we’ve already faced before.
We start to imagine that our
customers are complaining about
price just because the competition
has launched a new price schedule.
And, we also suspect that because
of our experience, we know more
about how we can help our ...

Read More Here u

There are tons of statistics out there
indicating sales performance and
productivity are not as optimal as
we would hope. It’s easy to take
these at face value, brush them
aside, or think that your team is
unaffected. But there’s a very good
chance that your sales team is not
working as efficiently and effectively
as it could be. Take a look at the
sales productivity stats in the
context of your own sales team:

Only 39% of a sales rep’s time is
spent selling or interacting with
prospects and customers.

Sales reps spend an average of

30 hours a month searching for and
creating their own content.

A whopping 2/3 of a company’s
sales collateral goes unused, but
companies are unable to determine
what content cannot be located,
and what is simply irrelevant for
sales conversations.

92% of companies are
leveraging CRM, but there has
been a drop in the number of
individual salespeople using CRM
as part of their daily workflows.

77% of executive buyers claim
salespeople don’t understand ...

This Week’s Top Sales Blog Post
7 Alarming Sales Performance Stats (and How to
Avoid the Associated Pitfalls) by Alyssa Drury

Read More Here u
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If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW
sponsor and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.

Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.
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